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Pick your favourite property expert and check out their advice regarding the 

benefits of claiming depreciation on their investment properties.  Whether you 

follow Margaret Lomas or Michael Yardney, or you prefer Cam McLellan, or Jane 

Slack-Smith, whether you're a cash-flow positive only investor, or a negatively 

geared investor waiting for capital growth, experts are clear on the benefits of 

claiming for depreciation on investment properties old and new.  Claiming for 

depreciation improves cash flow and brings with it the opportunity to pay down 

debt or reinvest and grow your portfolio.  This is a key part of the strategy 
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employed by experts around the country who continue to build their portfolio 

and their wealth year after year. 

What is Depreciation? 

Depreciation is simply a tax deduction, claimable by investors to account for the 

ageing and wearing out of their investment property and it's assets over time.    

In the same way you can claim for interest paid on your investment loan, repairs 

and maintenance expenses, property management fees and insurances, you can 

also claim for depreciation of your investment property. 

Depreciation is claimable under 2 types of ATO allowances - Division 43 Capital 

Works and Division 40 Plant and Equipment.  Note:  unless your property is brand 

new, if you purchased your property after May 9, 2017 you may not be eligible 

to claim depreciation on the Plant and Equipment you acquired -   you can read 

more about why here. 

One of the great things about depreciation is that unlike other expenses you 

claim, where you pay money for something and then claim it back in your tax 

return, depreciation is a "written down" or calculated deduction.  This means you 

just use the figure reported in your depreciation schedule each year and include 

it as an expense in your tax return. 

How Depreciation improves your cash flow 

Understanding the impact of depreciation on cash flow is particularly useful 

when assessing the feasibility, or affordability, of an investment property. 

Investors need to know how it is going to affect their back pocket every week. 

In the following example, where no depreciation is claimed, the cash-

flow position of the property is negative $159.75 per month, or $1,917.00 per 

annum. This means the investor has to find $159.75 per month to make up the 

shortfall between the income generated by the investment property and the 

expenses incurred. 

By claiming depreciation in this year, calculated to be a total tax deduction of 

$9,300, the post-tax cash flow of the property becomes positive $92.13 

per month, or $1,105.56 per annum. Remember, this is post-tax, meaning the 

investor has an extra $251.88 cash, every month.  Or, if the investor is simply 
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claiming the deduction at tax time, this is a $9,300 deduction that can reduce tax 

payable for the year by $3,000 to $4,000 (depending on your tax bracket). 

Effect of claiming depreciation on the cash-flow position of an investment property 

 

The above example is for a house purchased before May 9, 2017 and so includes 

depreciation for both Division 40 and Division 43.  

How is Depreciation calculated? 

For Division 43 Capital Works annual depreciation is calculated as 2.5% of the 

total construction cost (excluding plant and equipment assets).  If you do not 

know the construction cost of your property a Quantity Surveyor is qualified to 

estimate that for you.  Learn more about Division 43 here. 

Division 40 Plant and Equipment assets are depreciated using one of two 

methods: diminishing value or prime cost.  Each asset must be individually costed 

or valued and depreciated according to it's effective life as determined by the 

ATO or as adjusted by a Quantity Surveyor.  

Use a Quantity Surveyor to maximise your Depreciation 

and cash flow 
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There is more to calculating depreciation than the simple methods above.  A good 

Quantity Surveyor will: 

• develop a time-line to understand the history of a property and the 

improvements and additions that have been completed over time to 

ensure all eligible works are identified and costed; 

• identify all depreciable works and assets and ensure they are correctly 

valued and accounted for; 

• utilise the legislation that allows for immediate write-off and low-cost and 

low-value pooling where it applies to eligible assets to report more 

aggressive claims; 

• forecast the deductions forward every year for 40 years; 

• ensure your depreciation schedule is ATO compliant; 

• discuss the results with your accountant or the ATO as required. 

Listen to the experts! 

It may sound complicated, but all you need to do is contact a Quantity Surveyor 

like us, tell us about your property and we will offer free advice for you to 

consider.  We don't recommend depreciation schedules where they are not 

worthwhile because that just makes our service bad.  In fact if we can't find twice 

our fee in deductions in the first year we will offer the report free!  But don't just 

take it from us: 

" ...around half of property investors don't claim depreciation! Seriously; I couldn't 

believe it either. Get a depreciation schedule and ensure you claim every 

cent." - Cam McClellan, My four-year-old the property investor. 

"The benefits of a tax depreciation schedule are far reaching.  Depreciation 

deductions can significantly reduce your taxable income and help your 

property return a positive cash flow sooner." - Michael Yardney,  Michael 

Yardney's propertyupdate.com.au 

Keep reading to learn more about investment property 

Depreciation: 

• What is Tax Depreciation? 

• What is Division 43 Capital Works? 
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• Changes to residential plant and equipment depreciation following 2017 

budget 

• What is a rental property depreciation schedule? 

• How much does a depreciation schedule cost? 

• Can I back-claim for depreciation? 

• Depreciation of renovations by previous owners 

If you are not claiming depreciation for your investment property you are most 

likely over-paying your tax by thousands of dollars every year! 

To find out how much you could be claiming, contact our team for a free estimate 

of deductions using the link below or contact our team on 1300 922 220. 

 

 

www.capitalclaims.com.au 

1300 922 220 

Australia-wide service 
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